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Abstract
The prime consideration in designing sustainable language resources is to ensure that they remain interpretable for coming generations of users. In this paper we adopt a new perspective on resource creation - securing the interpretability of data, using a case study of Ega, an endangered African language for which a small amount of legacy data is available. Basic steps to securing interpretability are to transfer files to durable media, and where possible, to convert all legacy data into XML files with Unicode character encodings. In the absence of agreed ‘best practice’ standards, we propose a methodology of ‘better practice’ to assist in the transition process towards this goal. We discuss a number of issues involved in securing interpretability of the lexicon, character encodings, interlinear glossed text, annotated recordings and nomenclature in linguistic descriptions, and describe our solutions.

1. Introduction
In recent years there has been a heightened state of awareness of the issues involving endangered languages, and the urgency of the task of collecting and preserving linguistic data from these languages while they still exist. A range of initiatives such as EMELD, HRELP and DOBES aim to promote best practice in the collection, documentation and archiving of endangered language data, offering information, training, tools, and opportunities for discussion for interested parties. Not only are the languages under threat of extinction, but with the rapid development and reduced effective life span of technologies, even data already collected risks becoming uninterpretable by future generations of users. Unless special care is taken, many resources become unusable within a decade of their creation. This issue is particularly acute in the case of endangered languages, since if the resources have become uninterpretable in the permanent absence of native speakers, there is no prospect of recreating the resource or indeed using it to revitalise the language in future. The term ‘uninterpretable’ can refer both to understanding the content of archives and to decoding archive data; we refer here to the latter as a prerequisite for the former.

While there are guidelines available for the collection of endangered language data for preservation (Bird and Simons, 2003), there is little reporting on the methodology for securing interpretability of available linguistic data by preservation of both forms and functions in appropriate formats. Quite often a researcher ‘inherits’ a data set in any number of different formats, yet there are few guidelines available for securing the interpretability of these resources according to ‘best practice’ methodologies. Even ‘best practice’ is still under discussion, and so the specific goals for documentation and archiving remain underspecified.

In this paper we propose a systematic methodology to preserve interpretability, and demonstrate its application to the specific case of the Ega language in a practical scenario. While we do not claim that our methodology meets all the criteria of ‘best practice’, our goal is to assist in the transition towards such a goal. In the following sections we discuss a practical scenario and deal with five kinds of legacy data: the lexicon, character encodings, interlinear glossed text, annotated recordings, and linguistic descriptions.

2. Towards ‘better practice’
2.1. Scenario
Suppose we have one person month in which to process legacy language documentation materials which have been presented for archiving. What are the most important steps which must be undertaken in order to preserve interpretability? The case of legacy resources available for the Ega language represents a fairly common scenario, in presenting a lexicon, interlinear texts, annotated digital audio and video recordings, linguistic descriptions collected by various researchers in various formats — and limited processing time. The problems which arise from these resources include

• legacy fonts (font mixtures in the same document; unavailable fonts),
• lexicon structure (interpretation of lexical data categories and lemmatisation decisions),
• annotation conventions (glossing; phonetic, prosodic, visual annotation),
• terminology (in the present case, from specialized English and French linguistic traditions).

²Ega (new Ethnologue code: EGA) is an endangered language spoken in South Central Ivory Coast, tentatively classified as Western Kwa, for which relatively small quantities of legacy data resources are available, mainly in various electronic formats.
We provide a high level summary of process; detailed solutions are to be found in the current Ega repositories.\(^3\)

## 2. Procedure

Our general methodology is shown in Figure \(^1\). The very basic first step in securing interpretability is to secure the original file by transferring it to standard digital storage media, with associated font files in the case of text data, and with any available metadata. A second step ensures basic interpretability by providing human-readable versions of documents or lexical databases, such as PDF renderings, since these will contain important clues to character encodings as well as text and record structures, should any of the more detailed documentation be lost. In a third step, paper documents are scanned for digital storage.

Beyond this, current wisdom requires, ideally, that future interpretability be attained by converting all legacy data into XML files conforming to community-agreed conventions \((\text{Yergeau et al., } 2003)\), with Unicode character encodings, prior to permanent archiving. We could call this ideal method ‘best practice’. There are practical constraints, however. This approach presupposes the availability of standard XML encodings of linguistic data types, suitable conversion tools, suitably trained linguists or archivists to perform the conversion, and adequate financial and human resources. This is impractical in many cases, so instead we propose ‘better practice’ (or maybe ‘not quite worst practice’) to be ‘the minimal documentation of a resource which significantly helps to secure interpretability over the longer term’.

We distinguish between \textit{language interpretability} and \textit{archive interpretability}; the latter is a prerequisite for the former. Language interpretability minimally requires interlinear documentation of core semiotic features of a language, specifically

1. surface forms (ideally including matching representations of pronunciation and (where relevant) orthography as annotations for audio and/or video recordings),
2. structures (basic phonological and morphosyntactic segmentation and classification),
3. meanings (literal glosses and free translations).

We concentrate here on archive interpretability, which is concerned with sustainable file formats, character encodings, and linguistic markup conventions, all of which are potentially highly volatile. The tools we developed were implemented as prototypes in appropriate scripting languages.

### 3. Securing interpretability of the lexicon

#### 3.1. Problem statement

In common with many language documentation efforts, the Ega project uses ‘Shoebox’\(^4\), a hybrid text markup editor combined with a database management system, with powerful search, display and output functions. Shoebox is popular for its flexibility: users can insert new fields on the fly and re-order existing fields at will. It is also popular for its support of ad hoc character encodings: users can represent information from different languages in different fields. Despite the flexibility, a lack of documentation regarding the use of these features renders the original data uninterpretable. There are three significant interpretability problems with Shoebox data:

1. If character encodings are not documented and the encoding linguist is not available, it may not be possible to recover the intended \textit{character} from its encoding, rendering certain fields useless.
2. Since Shoebox does not require standard labels in markup, if the interpretations of field names (e.g. ‘lx’ for lexeme) and abbreviated content (e.g. ‘N’ for noun) are not documented, it may not be possible to recover the intended \textit{interpretation} of the content.
3. If the microstructure of an entry (e.g. the permissible sequence of fields) is not documented, it may not be possible to recover the intended \textit{relationships} between fields (e.g. whether a field consisting of a comment, translation or cross-reference applies to the previous field, a subset of fields, or to the entry as a whole).

#### 3.2. Approach

Lexicon interpretability is a complex issue to which we cannot really do justice here. We addressed these specific problems by adding automatically extracted corpus information, exporting lexicon data to a well-defined XML format, and designing and implementing a method for providing metadata of the following kinds about the lexicon microstructure:

1. Content documentation, which gives information about the interpretation of each field and its contents.
2. Structure documentation, which gives information about the possible optionality and repetition of a field, and the field on which it depends.

### 4. Securing interpretability of character encodings

#### 4.1. Problem statement

Legacy character encodings cannot be interpreted accurately without access to the original font definition along with suitable software and expertise. This problem is not specific to languages which use exotic characters, in fact, it is relevant to languages which use just a single font. The case of Ega language documentation is quite typical: a variety of fonts and encodings have been used by different researchers using different tools, and not all fonts are currently available. In any case, it is unrealistic to assume that future users of archived Ega resources will have access to appropriate software and expertise for interpreting or reverse engineering the character encodings correctly.

#### 4.2. Approach

We addressed these problems by defining and implementing a mapping between the glyphs used in the Ega documentation and Unicode IPA code-points \((\text{Unicode Consortium, } 2003)\). The correspondence table is expressed in

\(^{3}\text{See www.spectrum.uni-bielefeld.de/langdoc/EGA/}\)

\(^{4}\text{See www.sil.org/computing/shoebox/}\)
Securing interpretability of annotated recordings

6.1. Problem statement

The available Ega audio and video recordings are of questionnaire-based interviews, narratives and other interactions. These primary data are already digitally formatted on DAT and miniDV, and as conversions to WAV, MP3 and AVI formats on CD-ROM. In some conversions across signal data formats it is possible to lose information on temporal resolution (and consequently precision of alignment), and on frequency resolution and spectral faithfulness (especially by converting into lossy formats such as MP3). All of these potentially damage prospects of interpretability for future linguistic and phonetic analysis and use in computational applications such as information retrieval or speech and text technology. The files have been annotated by different annotators using a number of Open Source tools such as Praat, Transcriber, TASX, and the proprietary esp3.wav+/’XWaves’ resulting in a variety of annotation formats and thus potentially different degrees of precision of alignment: some annotation formats use point-based single time-stamps, while others use interval-based time-stamp pairs; the former require additional conventions stating how they apply to intervals.

6.2. Approach

Securing the long-term interpretability of varied and proprietary binary audio, video and other phonetic signal formats on magnetic and optical media is a complex and
7. Securing interpretability of linguistic descriptions

7.1. Problem statement

A set of serious interpretability problems arises with morphosyntactic descriptions in general and those of Ega in particular:

1. The nomenclature of different linguistic traditions often has a common core (e.g. N = noun, V = verb, S = subject, O = object), but details vary greatly.
2. Different terminologies associated with different national languages compound the problem, as in the Ega case where grammatical descriptions are available in both French (Bole-Richard, 1982) and English (Gibbon et al., 2003). 
3. There is currently little guidance or flexibility for the individual linguist in deciding which terms to adopt, how to express them in their data, or how to relate these terms to higher level cross-linguistic ontologies which allow for consistency of semantic content.

7.2. Approach

A number of proposals for practical morphosyntactic categorisation are available, notably the well-known EGLES and EUROTYPO taxonomies. We selected GOLD, the General Ontology for Linguistic Description (Farrar and Langendoen, 2003) as a newer source of consistent morphosyntactic terminology. The process of assessing the nomenclature of linguistic annotation terminology and creating the relevant mapping to a higher level ontology has several stages:

1. Assessment of the extant terminology within the language data set is gathered.
2. Consideration of idiosyncracies of the descriptive metalanguages (in the case of Ega, nomenclature from both English and French must be considered).
3. Consideration of the overall expressivity of the linguistic annotation terminology and comparison with the general categories enumerated in GOLD.

Where correspondences exist, we can utilise the GOLD namespace to express these concepts directly in the annotated Ega text. There remain a number of problems where gaps are found in GOLD.

8. Conclusion

We have addressed the problem of conserving legacy data from the new perspective of securing interpretability, describing a scenario in which five types of legacy resource are processed with restricted time and personnel. The goal of securing archive interpretability of these resources was achieved, though recently mooted crucial issues such as metadata consistency (Trippel et al., 2004) have not been considered here. The resulting archive in the Bielefeld Ega repository is accessible via the OLAC (Open Language Archive Community) metadata portal. We suggest that our approach is generalisable and particularly appropriate for efficient endangered language documentation.
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